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 UNADAP_FRAUD_NOTICE-IND | 28.11.2021 
 

 
FRAUD ALERT NOTICE 

PERSON OF INTEREST: VIMAL AJAY PRABHU, CHENNAI, INDIA 
 

Dear Madam, Dear Sir, 
 
Greetings from the Directorate of Protocol, UNADAP, in New York, United States! 
 

1. UNADAP is an organization accredited under the UN ECOSOC (MORE) and the UNFCCC with 
Consultative and Observer status. Leaders of UNADAP are accredited at either all or one of the UN 
offices in New York, Geneva and Vienna. UNADAP is registered under the relevant statutory laws 
and is a legal entity. All of the leaders of UNADAP reside outside of India. Reference, 
https://unadap.org 

 
2. This is to bring to the notice of the public, that a person by the name of Mr. Vimal Ajay Prabhu, alias 

vapchristopher, claiming to be an employee of a reputed organization, Apollo Hospitals in Chennai, 
has committed fraud, sexual harassment, and defamation of women employees of UNADAP, as he 
had done to his ex-wife. His father had stated to his friends that Prabhu was previously jailed for 
brutalizing his wife and abandoning his infant daughter in 2013, which caused him to hate women. 

 
3. Prabhu has been writing to several individuals from fake social media profiles and harassing female 

employees of UNADAP offices in India and the U.S. via telephone calls and social media. Thinking 
that this man is mentally unstable, his sexual harassment and verbal abuse was overlooked, but it 
was reported. The fact of the matter is, Prabhu and his father, Michael Prabhu, had brutalized 
Prabhu’s wife, publicly humiliated her and sent e-mails to prominent male journalists and television 
editors, who were her colleagues; with compromising and intimate details. This, to the extent, his ex-
wife, a journalist and accomplished author, changed her name back, and resigned from journalism all 
together. He abandoned his infant daughter whom he has not paid child support for, since the 
brutality and abandonment in 2013, and has not cared for his daughter since. In respect to the 
privacy of his ex-wife and child, we are not publishing the content that he has shamelessly posted 
against her on social media, and the disgusting e-mails that he had sent. 

 
4. When Dr. Dominic Dixon, the Executive Director of UNADAP had condemned such misogynistic 

behavior of these inhumane and abusive men who defame the mother of their own child; Prabhu’s 
father, Michael Prabhu took it upon himself to write against several leaders of UNADAP, and 
leaders of religious institutions, with the attempt to defame the leaders and humiliate the women of 
their families. In 2017, Michael Prabhu had fabricated documents to claim allegations against Dr. 
Dominic Dixon, the then Head of R&D of UNITAR’S CIFAL-B, stationed at the UN office in 
Vienna, causing unrest at the United Nations offices in Geneva and Bangalore, because of the 
forgery of documents by Michael Prabhu. After a thorough investigation, the United Nations had 
declared Michael Prabhu as a “fraud” and “imposter”. Please refer to Annexure 1 for the document. 
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5. A police report was registered against this fraud, but at the time he had gone in for a bypass surgery, 

so in sympathy, we withdrew the arrest after his wife Angela had pleaded with Dr. Dixon, through 
the Church elders. Please refer to Annexure 2. 

 
6. Now, Vimal Ajay Prabhu has continued the inheritance of his father’s trade of defaming women and 

leaders, with the Prabhu-family’s anti-national activities, causing communal disharmony by 
speaking derogatively against the Hindu culture. These men have no limits to their abuse of religious 
freedom and harmony, to the point that they have a website condemning the Indian culture and have 
even self published a book condemning Indian cultural practices. In a democracy, each one has a 
right to personal convictions, but that does not give anyone the liberty to destroy the fabric of the 
nation of India, and especially, to destroy the reputation of women. Reference to their website, 
https://ephesians511blog.com/2020/07/20/compendium-of-new-age-deceptions-and-corresponding-
church-teachings-medications-and-meditations-in-the-new-age-book-author-michael-prabhu/ 

 
7. Michael Prabhu and his partner, Sunil Francis Lobo have been in this crime and cases were 

registered against them. Lobo worked for ELEKROBIT software, which subsequently terminated his 
employment after finding him guilty of disrobing women of their modesty with defamatory and 
derogative social media posts. 

 
8. At UNADAP, we believe in freedom of speech, expression, and criticisms as well. But, when the 

content of expressions are fabricated with mala fide intention of libel and are defamatory to women, 
we have an obligation to defend the truth and protect our women. 

 
9. The interim investigation has backtracked the legacy of the origin of his posts on social media and 

via WhatsApp. Anyone found to be circulating the defamatory content; aiding and abetting with 
these criminals would also be subject to prosecution in the relevant court jurisdictions. 

 
10. An official enquiry is underway and if you have any information about these criminals and women-

haters, you are requested to contact us by e-mail, phone, text or WhatsApp, on 
protocol@unadap.org, and, +1-917-727-7927. Your information will be treated with utmost 
confidentiality. Our legal teams in the U.S. and India are initiating criminal action. 

 
11. The modus operandi is that these deranged men attempt to discredit the character of innocent 

women, and when UNADAP had confronted such disgusting behaviors, they have now attempted to 
discredit UNADAP and its officers. Victimization through online bullying and defamation has been 
one of the biggest issues that vulnerable woman have had to deal with, and UNADAP will be at the 
forefront fighting this battle, even if our officers face the wrath from such unscrupulous men, as we 
already have. 

 
 
 
Thanking You, 
For and on behalf of the, 
Directorate of Protocol, UNADAP 
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ANNEXURE 1a 
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ANNEXURE 1b 
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ANNEXURE 2a 
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ANNEXURE 2b  
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ANNEXURE 2c  
 

 


